
Sex, Race, and Sour Grapes: A Look at the Sixth Circuit's
Summary Judgment Jurisprudence in Title VII Hostile Work

Environment Claims

I. INTRODUCTION

There is a fine line between intensively fact-specific and simply arbitrary
application of a rule of law. The infinite combinations and permutations in
which events can take place creates a tension in the law to implement rules that
can be equitably applied to diverse factual scenarios, yet may still be applied
uniformly enough for predictability. In Winters v. J.M. Smucker Company,'
Judge Dowd of the Northern District of Ohio declared that the Sixth Circuit's
jurisprudence in the area of summary judgment for Title VII hostile work
environment claims has crossed this line and is simply arbitrary. 2 An in-depth
examination of this accusation shows that while the legal standard in this area
of law is workable, the application as undertaken by the Sixth Circuit is
arbitrary and in need of modification.

In Part II, this comment will set forth the factual and legal framework of
the Winters case which led to Judge Dowd's conclusion. Part I will explore
the underlying motivations of Judge Dowd's critique and the propriety of
using the Winters case as the vehicle to express his discontent with the Sixth
Circuit's jurisprudence. A substantive examination of Judge Dowd's allega-
tions is undertaken in Part IV by examining the Sixth Circuit's legal standard
regarding summary judgment in Title VII hostile work environment claims and
its application. Part V proposes a modified application of the existing legal
standard, and Part VI is an overview of the practical implications the existing
state of the law has for judges, as well as practitioners and litigants.

II. WINTERS V. J.M. SMUCKER COMPANY

The plaintiff in this case was Rhonda Gail Winters, an African-American
female.3 She sued her employer, J.M. Smucker Company, asserting, inter alia,
claims of a racially hostile work environment which violated Title VI. 4 The
defendant moved for summary judgment on some, but not all, of these claims,
including the hostile work environment claim.5

Ms. Winters set forth a variety of behaviors which she alleged she was
subjected to in her workplace which created a racially hostile work environ-

1. No. 5:00 CV 3172, slip op. (N.D. Ohio June 18, 2002).

2. See idat 14.

3. Id. at 1.

4. Id.

5. Id. at 2.
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ment.6 These reported incidents included co-workers tampering with machi-
nery to pose risk of injury to her,7 vandalizing her car,8 pushing and fighting
with her,9 posting an "ugly picture" of her,' ° stealing her time card," calling
her names, 2 placing weight-loss advertisements in her locker, 3 spraying her
with pressurized water,' 4 and falsely accusing her of participating in many of
these same types of behaviors. 5 All of these incidents were allegedly perpe-
trated by Caucasian co-workers or by unknown co-workers. 6 The plaintiff
also complained that "racially charged pictures" were posted throughout the
workplace with her name on them, 7 that she was verbally threatened by an
African-American co-worker, 8 and that a cartoon caricature marked in
blackface and labeled with her name was posted. 9 Two of the three co-
workers Ms. Winters identified as being responsible for the latter posting are
African-American.20

The evidence also included many incidents of misbehavior on the plain-
tiffs part, including two undisputed cases of fighting with co-workers.2'
Many other similar types of incidents occurred where there was more evidence
that Ms. Winters was engaging in inappropriate behavior than those she was
accusing.22 However, for purposes of deciding the defendant's motion for
summary judgment on the hostile work environment claim, the district court
was required to (and did)23 make all inferences from the facts in favor of the

plaintiff.
24

In applying the law to the facts at hand, Judge Dowd expressed his opin-
ion that he was constrained by the Sixth Circuit's opinion in Williams v.
General Motors Corporation25 and, therefore, unable to grant summary judg-

6. Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 4-11.

7. Id. at 4.

8. Id. at 5.

9. See id. at 5-6.

10. Id. at 6.

11. Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 8.

12. Id. at 9.

13. Id. at 9.

14. Id. at 10.

15. See id. at 5-9.

16. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 5-10.

17. Id. at II.

18. Id. at 9.

19. Id. at 6.

20. Id. at 7.

21. Winters, 5:00 CV 3172 at 5, 8-9.

22. See id. at 4-10.

23. See id. at 12.

24. See id. at 2 (citing United States v. Diebold, Inc., 369 U.S. 654, 655 (1962)).

25. 187 F.3d 553 (6thCir. 1999).
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ment on the hostile work environment claim. 26 He recast the language of the
Williams court (which had dealt with a sexually hostile work environment
case) in terms of race stating that "[p]resumably, this court must read Williams
as teaching that harassing behavior that is not racially explicit but is directed
at blacks and motivated by discriminatory animus against blacks satisfies the
'based on race' requirement."27 Judge Dowd found that "virtually none of the
incidents alleged by the Plaintiff (even if believed exactly as she allege[d]
them) ha[d] any racial overtones," yet still was unwilling to determine that a
racially hostile work environment had not been established.28

Judge Dowd based his refusal to grant summary judgment not only on the
expanded rule of law set forth in Williams, but also on what he perceived as
an extremely fickle application of that law by the Sixth Circuit. 29 He stated
that "the outcome of any kind of Title VII claim of harassment in this circuit
is entirely fact-specific and panel-dependent, 30 leaving district courts with no
clear guidance when resolving summary judgment motions."'" In the face of
this uncertainty, Judge Dowd was unwilling to grant partial summary
judgment, which might later be overturned, because this might result in the
trial of different claims arising from the same facts at two different times.32

Instead, he refused to grant summary judgment so all the claims would be
heard at once in the same trial.33

I. THE METHOD OF JUDGE DOWD'S CRIcIsM

Before examining the substance of Judge Dowd's critique of the Sixth
Circuit, it is interesting to briefly note both his reasons for doing so and the
method he used. Even a cursory perusal of the section of Judge Dowd's
Winters opinion discussing the hostile work environment claim gives the
reader a strong impression of sour grapes.3 Not surprisingly, a look at the
Williams case so cruelly castigated by Judge Dowd shows that in that case the
Sixth Circuit overturned a grant of summary judgment by none other than

26. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 12-13.

27. Id. at 13 (internal quotation omitted).

28. Id. at 12-13.

29. See id. at 12-15.

30. Though characterizing the Sixth Circuit'sjurisprudence as panel-dependent, Judge Dowd pointed

out in a footnote that Judge Daughtrey has ruled the opposite way in two cases which were factually
indistinguishable. Id. at 14 n.5. This observation points to an inconsistency in application even deeper than

the characterization as panel-dependent.

31. Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 14.

32. See id. at 14-15.

33. Id. at 15.

34. See id. at 12-15.
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Judge Dowd himself.35 Moreover, the Williams case has a quantity of langu-
age that is none too complimentary of the opinion written by the district judge
it is overturning.36 Seen in this context, it is clear that Judge Dowd's latest
salvo in this ongoing battle contains at least some measure of personal involve-
ment which should be taken into account when evaluating his legal analysis.

More troubling than Judge Dowd's motivation for critiquing the Sixth
Circuit is his method in undertaking that critique. If faced with a case which
truly dictated that Williams be applied to reject summary judgment, an analysis
and criticism of that case would be fully appropriate. However, it is question-
able whether Winters was that kind of case.

The first reason it is questionable whether Judge Dowd should have relied
so heavily on the Williams case is that a key issue in Williams was determining
what behaviors were "based on sex."37  This determination is inherently

ambiguous in a way that the requirement that behavior be "based on race" is
not. The ambiguity in the former stems from the dual definitions of the word
"sex.'38 In the Williams case, the court was addressing this ambiguity and
clarifying that both sexually explicit behavior and behavior directed against
someone specifically because of their gender are "based on sex."39 Since no
such ambiguity is present in racially hostile work environment claims, Judge
Dowd's use of the language from the Williams court, which was intended to
clarify an ambiguity, is questionable.

A second reason that Judge Dowd perhaps should not have used the

Winters case as his platform for expressing his discontent with the Sixth
Circuit is that even under Williams, the facts of the case were probably still not
sufficient to establish a claim for a hostile work environment. None of the
actions alleged by the plaintiff to have been perpetrated by her Caucasian co-
workers had any racial overtones.4 ° The one cartoon posted, which might be

construed to have racial implications because it was marked in blackface, was
allegedly posted by the plaintiff's African-American co-workers. 4' Though
Ms. Winters' conflicts with her co-workers are obvious, there is nothing to
indicate that these conflicts were based on her race.42 These facts indicate that
Judge Dowd stretched the law set forth by the Sixth Circuit beyond its
intended point in order to show the absurdity of the rule. Though this is not

35. Williams, 187 F.3d at 553.

36. See id. at 56 1-66.

37. See id. at 565-66.

38. See, e.g., David S. Schwartz, When is Sex Because of Sex? The Causation Problem in Sexual

Harassment Law, 150 U. PA. L. REv. 1697, 1708 (2002).

39. See Williams, 187 F.3d at 565-66.

40. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 5-10.

41. See id. at 6-7.

42. Id. at 12.
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a novel technique,43 the implications for the defendant's right to summary

judgment are troubling.
In spite of Judge Dowd's motivations and choice of case to voice his

concerns, his critique of the Sixth Circuit's summary judgment standard in
Title VII hostile work environment claims merits a close examination.

IV. THE SUBSTANCE OF JUDGE DowD'S CRITICISM

In order to properly evaluate Judge Dowd's criticisms of the Sixth
Circuit, the legal framework which the circuit applies to summary judgment
motions in Title VII hostile work environment claims must first be examined.
After this, the application of that standard must be evaluated in the context of
specific factual scenarios which have been presented to the Sixth Circuit. This
section will undertake both of these tasks and then conclude with an evaluation
of the merits of Judge Dowd's critique.

A. Current Legal Standard on Summary Judgment in Title VII Hostile

Work Environment Cases in the Sixth Circuit

For purposes of this comment the legal standard applied to summary
judgment motions in hostile work environment claims in the Sixth Circuit can
be separated into two parts. The first part is the general standard set forth by
the United States Supreme Court. However, though this general standard is
useful for background, it is not the subject of Judge Dowd's critique. That
critique is focused on the way the Sixth Circuit has applied the general
standard set forth by the Supreme Court and formed rules to fill in the gaps not
addressed by the Court.

According to the Supreme Court, an actionable hostile work environment
exists "[w]hen the workplace is permeated with discriminatory intimidation,
ridicule, and insult that is sufficiently severe or pervasive to alter the condi-
tions of the victim's employment and create an abusive working environ-
ment."" The underlying discrimination must be that targeted by Title VII, that
is, discrimination "because of [an] individual's race, color, religion, sex, or
national origin." 45 Determining whether conduct is "sufficiently severe or per-
vasive" to constitute a hostile or abusive work environment requires examining
all the circumstances including the frequency and severity of the conduct, its
nature as physically threatening as opposed to simply an offensive comment,

43. See, e.g., Trident Ctr. v. Conn. Gen. Life Ins. Co., 847 F.2d 564, 568-69 (9th Cir. 1988).

44. Harris v. Forklift Sys., Inc., 510 U.S. 17, 21 (1993) (internal citations and quotations omitted).

45. The Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(l).
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and the level of interference with the victim's ability to conduct his or her
work.46

Judge Dowd's critique in Winters falls upon the pronouncement and
application of two particular rules of law set forth by the Sixth Circuit. The
first is that the Supreme Court's directive that all the circumstances be
examined to determine whether there is a hostile work environment "mandates
that district courts consider harassment by all perpetrators combined"47 and
"must be construed to mean that even where individual instances of sexual
harassment do not on their own create a hostile environment, the accumulated
effect of such incidents may result in a Title VII violation. 48 The second rule
is that an action need not be sexually explicit in order to meet the "based on
sex" requirement of Title VII. 49 The Sixth Circuit concluded that "harassing
behavior that is not sexually explicit but is directed at women and motivated
by discriminatory animus against women satisfies the 'based on sex' require-
ment.

, 50

B. Current Application of the Legal Standard in the Sixth Circuit

Since the aspects of the Sixth Circuit's rules of law which Judge Dowd
criticizes were first expounded in Williams v. General Motors, an examination
of the application of those rules to different factual cases must include that
case and subsequent relevant cases. Though there have been a handful of
cases heard in the Sixth Circuit since Williams addressing summary judgment
for hostile work environment claims, 5' the two cases in which the application
of the law will be closely examined are Williams and Bowman v. Shawnee
State University. These are the two cases specifically addressed by Judge
Dowd,52 and they exemplify the troubling theme which runs through all the
similar cases.

1. Williams v. General Motors"

In Williams v. General Motors, the plaintiff alleged a sexually hostile
work environment based on actions and comments by her supervisor, two

46. Harris, 510 U.S. at 23.

47. Williams, 187 F.3d at 562-63.

48. Id. at 563.

49. Id. at 565.

50. Id.

51. See Smith v. Leggett Wire Co., 220 F.3d 752 (6th Cir. 2000); Burnett v. Tyco Corp., 203 F.3d

980 (6th Cir. 2000); Mast v. IMCO Recycling of Ohio, Inc., No. 01-3657, 2003 WL 247109 (6th Cir. Feb.

3, 2003); Curry v. Nestle USA, Inc., No. 99-3877, 2000 WL 1091490 (6th Cir. July 27, 2000).

52. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 12-14.

53. 187 F.3d 553 (6th Cir. 1999).
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specific co-workers, and certain actions perpetrated by unidentified individuals
in her workplace.54 On three occasions the plaintiff's supervisor made clearly
sexual comments to her.5 Don Giovannoe, a co-worker, frequently used
profanity, called the plaintiff a slut, stated "I'm sick and tired of these fucking
women," and threw a couple of boxes at the plaintiff during a verbal
altercation (but did not hurt her).56 The plaintiff further reported that on one
occasion a female co-worker locked her in the tool crib where she worked.57

Finally, the plaintiff listed other factors which contributed to a hostile work
environment including that she was forced to take the midnight shift, one time
a box of forms was glued to her desk, she was denied overtime, she was the
only person without a key to the office, she was the only person denied a
break, and that on a couple of occasions, materials were placed in the alternate
exit of the tool crib where she worked.58

The Sixth Circuit overturned the district court's grant of summary
judgment to the defendant on the hostile work environment claim.59 In doing
so, it stated that the Supreme Court's totality of the circumstances test dictated
that all of the factors listed by the plaintiff had to be considered together in
order to determine if they were severe and pervasive enough to state a claim
for a hostile work environment.' The Sixth Circuit was willing to consider all
the incidents, though they were not all explicitly based on the plaintiff's sex,
because it found that "[tihe myriad instances in which Williams was
ostracized, when others were not, combined with the gender-specific epithets
used, such as 'slut' and 'fucking women,' create an inference, sufficient to
survive summary judgment, that her gender was the motivating impulse for her
co-workers' behavior.",

6
1

2. Bowman v. Shawnee State University
62

Only a year after Williams, the Sixth Circuit heard a reverse discrimina-
tion claim in which it came to the opposite conclusion.63 In Bowman, the
plaintiff was a male physical education instructor at a state university who
complained of various actions of his female supervisor. 64  On different

54. Id. at 559.

55. See id.

56. Id.

57. Id.

58. Id.

59. Williams, 187 F.3d at 558.

60. Id. at 562.

61. Id. at 565-66.

62. 220 F.3d 456 (6th Cir. 2000).

63. See id. at 458.

64. See id. at 458-59.
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occasions his supervisor rubbed his shoulders, grabbed his butt, and put her
hand on his chest (each time the plaintiff clearly objected to the conduct).65

Other complaints regarded the supervisor making suggestive remarks to him
on two occasions, calling him at home on several occasions, requiring him to
take additional athletic training in order to keep his position, allowing female
employees to work outside the university but prohibiting him from doing so,
demanding him to come to her home and perform duties during working hours,
chastising him without reason for missing classes or meetings, forcing him to
apologize for not attending her friend's party, and threatening to "pull the
plug" on him if he didn't do what she wanted.66

On these facts the district court granted the defendant summary judgment
on the hostile work environment claim.67 The Sixth Circuit upheld this
determination by concluding that the only circumstances alleged by the
plaintiff that met the requirement of being based on sex were the three
incidents where his supervisor touched him and the two suggestive remarks.68

Since the court reached the conclusion that many of the allegations were not

sexual in nature or based on Bowman's gender, they characterized them as
simply harassment, and not discriminatory harassment, so they were not taken
into account.69 Title VII only prevents the latter, not the former.7° In
examining the totality of circumstances of only some of the conduct, and not
considering the rest of the allegations, the court concluded that the conduct
was not pervasive or severe enough to create a hostile working environment.7'

3. The Bottom Line: A Workable Legal Rule Desperately in Need

of Appropriate Application

The disparity of the results in Williams and Bowman certainly gives one
pause. A worrisome theme is seen in these two cases and other similar cases
the Sixth Circuit has heard: the legal rules enunciated remain constant, but the
results vary widely. The underlying legal rules are sound, but the application
leaves much to be desired.

The two legal rules espoused by the Sixth Circuit, which Judge Dowd

targets in his critique, are the way the "totality of the circumstances" test is
applied and the rules regarding classifying behavior as based on sex.72 Yet

65. Id.

66. Id. at 459.

67. Bowman, 220 F.3d at 460.

68. Id. at 464.

69. See id.

70. See id.

71. Id.

72. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 12-14.
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these rules, as stated in the abstract, are logical explications of the basic rules

governing Title VII cases. The totality of the circumstances test set forth by

the Supreme Court mandates that courts look at factors such as the frequency,

severity, and nature of conduct to determine whether it was severe and

pervasive enough to constitute a hostile work environment.73 The Sixth

Circuit's application of this rule to mean that all the discrete acts complained

of must be considered together (even if perpetrated by different individuals)

is a logical extension of this, especially in light of the fact that frequency is a

specific factor. The purpose of the law is to determine whether the work

environment as a whole is hostile, so it makes sense to consider all the

discriminatory acts which have occurred in that work environment.

The Sixth Circuit's interpretation of Title VII' s "based on sex" require-

ment is also sound. In Williams, the Sixth Circuit made clear that actions do

not have to be sexual or sexually explicit in order to meet this requirement.
7 4

Actions, which are taken against a person simply because of his or her gender,

are also "based on sex."75 Several other circuits have also interpreted the

statutory language in Title VII precisely this way.76 This position is further

supported by the clear analogy between the actions of a person who directs

specific acts towards persons of a particular gender and such acts directed

against persons of a particular race. People may have strong feelings about

another group (either in general or in the context of a particular work setting)

which lead to discrimination of that group whether the group is defined by race

or gender. Since Title VII prohibits discrimination against a person based on

either race or sex (read gender),77 the Sixth Circuit's analysis is valid.

Though the Sixth Circuit has formulated logical and well-supported rules

of law to apply to summary judgment issues in hostile work environment

claims, its application of those rules has left much to be desired. Perhaps it

would be more accurate to speak of the various methods of application of

those rules. Just choosing one method of applying these rules, even if it was

a bad application, would at least give the jurisprudence in this area some

predictability. Instead, the Sixth Circuit has alternately conflated and parsed

the relevant rules of law.

The Williams case is the clearest example of the Sixth Circuit conflating

its totality of the circumstances test and its rule that conduct "based on sex"

73. See Harris, 510 U.S. at 23.

74. See Williams, 187 F.3d at 565-66.

75. Id. at 565-66.

76. See, e.g., Andrews v. City of Philadelphia, 895 F.2d 1469, 1485 (3d Cir. 1990); Lipsett v. Univ.

of Puerto Rico, 864 F.2d 881, 905 (1st Cir. 1988); Hall v. Gus Contr. Co., 842 F.2d 1010, 1014 (8th Cir.

1988); Hicks v. Gates Rubber Co., 833 F.2d 1406, 1415 (10th Cir. 1987); McKinney v. Dole, 765 F.2d

1129, 1138 (D.C. Cir. 1985).

77. Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000e-2(a)(l).
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does not have to be sexual in nature. In Williams, the court concluded that
since the epithets "slut" and "fucking women" were oriented towards the
plaintiff s gender, these acts were "based on sex" within the meaning of Title
VII. 78 Moreover, because the other harassing acts occurred in the context of
this behavior and sexual advances from the plaintiff's boss, they were to be
considered as based on the plaintiff's sex as well. 79 The court seemed to
acknowledge that only acts that are discriminatory as defined by Title VII (i.e.,
"based on sex") could be considered in the totality of the circumstances test.80

However, they bootstrapped the majority of the actions alleged by the plaintiff
into the totality of the circumstances test by characterizing them as based on
sex for no reason except that the totality of the circumstances included other
acts that were, in fact, based on sex.8' This application of the law allows
plaintiffs to get past summary judgment with only a few acts even arguably
based on sex as long as they can point to other harassing behavior in their
workplace. This is contrary to the intent of Title VII, which is aimed to protect
people from discriminatory harassment, not all harassment.82

A similarly inadequate application of law is found in Bowman. Here the
Sixth Circuit applied its law on summary judgment in an overly formalistic
manner. Directly contrary to Williams, the court concluded that the only
actions which could be considered in looking at the totality of the circum-
stances were those that were specifically sexual in nature.83 The court found
that the other incidents alleged by the plaintiff were not "based on sex"
because he did not show that they "had an anti-male bias."" Apparently, the
court determined that the plaintiff s supervisor would have had to make anti-
male comments in order for her conduct towards Bowman to be considered
based on his sex.85 It stated that,

[u]nlike the plaintiff in Williams, Bowman has not alleged that Jahnke
[, his supervisor,] made a single comment evincing an anti-male bias.
Besides a bare and unsupported assertion that some women employees
were allowed to engage in work outside the University while he was

78. See Williams, 187 F.3d at 565-66.

79. See id.

80. See id. at 563-64.
81. See id. ("Rather than constituting merely oafish behavior, the pranks, seen as part of the

'constellation of surrounding circumstances' including the threatening language and sexually aggressive
innuendo from a supervisor, could well be viewed as work-sabotaging behavior that creates a hostile work

environment.")

82. See, e.g., Faragher v. City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775, 788 (1998).

83. See Bowman, 220 F.3d at 463-64.

84. Id. at 464.

85. See id.
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not, Bowman has not shown that the non-sexual conduct he complains

of had anything to do with his gender.86

This application of the Sixth Circuit's own rule laid out in Williams is

inappropriate for two reasons. First, it requires the plaintiff to show the

harassment at issue is anti-male instead of applying the broader formulation

that the actions were directed against him because of his gender. For example,

while Jahnke probably did not require Bowman to step up his athletic training

because she hates men, it would be entirely reasonable for a jury to conclude

that Jahnke took this step because Bowman is male (especially in light of the

evidence of Jahnke's amorous ambitions with regard to Bowman). The

standard of whether behavior is "based on sex" includes anti-male or anti-

female sentiment, but it extends beyond that as well. 7

The second error in application was that the Sixth Circuit applied its

incorrectly narrow formulation of the "based on sex" requirement in an overly

formalistic manner. The court did not look at the circumstances to see whether

there was evidence that Jahnke evinced an anti-male bias, it looked only at

what she said.8 The lack of any verbal statement showing such bias was

found to be determinative.8 9 The court was not willing to look at whether

Jahnke treated her male subordinates differently that her female subordinates

and even dismissed the evidence Bowman submitted on this point. 90 A

plaintiff should be able to demonstrate bias by pointing to differential

treatment of different groups as well as by reporting specifically discrimina-

tory comments. Arguably a person's actions are even better evidence than a

person's words, and in these circumstances, both are probative evidence which

should be considered.
Whatever Judge Dowd's motive and methods, his critique of the Sixth

Circuit's summary judgment jurisprudence in Title VII hostile work environ-

ment claims is certainly justified. Though the rules of law in this area are

logical and workable, the application of those rules has been contrary to both

the idealistic and practical aspirations of the law. As a result, we have neither

justice nor predictability.

V. BEYOND THE WINTERS CRmcIsM: FDING THE PROBLEM

A proper application of the totality of the circumstances test depends on

recognizing that non-sex based conduct cannot be considered. When a plain-

86. Id.

87. See Williams, 187 F.3d at 565.

88. See Bowman, 220 F.3d at 464.

89. See id.

90. See id.
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tiff alleges a list of actions which he or she avers constitute a hostile work
environment, the court must first determine whether each of those actions is
based on sex.9' The Sixth Circuit itself has recognized that Title VII only
protects against discriminatory harassment, not any harassment.92 This recog-
nition must be put into practice by closely examining each incident separately
to determine if it is discriminatory in nature. Once the nature of each incident
is determined, the effects of those which are discriminatory must be examined
together in order to determine if, as a whole, they are pervasive and severe
enough to constitute a hostile working environment.

Properly applying the totality of the circumstances test is predicated on
a proper application of the "based on sex" requirement. 93 In order to remedy
its notorious fickleness in determining what actions are discriminatory (that is,
based on sex), the Sixth Circuit needs to strike a balance between the
approaches taken in Williams and Bowman. In Williams, the court found non-
sexual conduct perpetrated by some individuals to be discriminatory because
different individuals had made anti-female statements. 94 Under a legitimate
application of the law, those statements would be some evidence that facially
gender-neutral actions of the person who made the anti-female statements were
motivated by anti-female animus. However, such a statement or action would
not generally have any relevance to whether facially gender-neutral conduct
undertaken by a different person was motivated by the same anti-female
animus. On the other hand, if a person is treating males and females markedly
differently for no legitimate reason, that conduct is evidence of a discrimina-
tory motivation for facially gender-neutral (when examined in isolation)
incidents. In short, both the comments and actions of the person accused of
engaging in discriminatory conduct must be examined to determine if the
conduct is truly discriminatory.

VI. PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE LAW

Though a consistent application of the law of summary judgment in the
Sixth Circuit along the lines described in the previous section would be
desirable, it is not a reality today. Between now and any point when the Sixth
Circuit (or the Supreme Court) fixes these problems, judges, practitioners, and

91. The discussion of the totality of the circumstances test in this paragraph can also be directly
applied to claims of a hostile work environment based on race, color, religion or national origin. Sex is

simply used as the example in this section for the sake of continuity and convenience.
92. Bowman, 220 F.3d at 464.

93. Contrary to the previous paragraph, the problems discussed here are unique to claims of actions
"based on sex" because of the ambiguity of the term noted above. See supra text accompanying note 37.

94. See Williams, 220 F.3d at 563-64.
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litigants will have to cope with the grim realities of the current state of the

jurisprudence.

A. Implications for Judges

The struggle Judge Dowd faced in deciding the motion for summary

judgment in the Winters case is indicative of the predicament judges across the

Sixth Circuit will find themselves in with cases, including claims based on a

sexually hostile work environment. 95 None of the options are pleasant. A

judge may choose one version of the application of the law used by the Sixth

Circuit and hope on appeal that they do not choose a different one. Another

option would be applying the law, as set forth in the previous section of this

comment, in hopes of bringing the Sixth Circuit to its senses and risking

getting overturned. Since the current rule of law would still be used and only
the application would be refined, this would arguably be a legitimate course

of conduct for a district judge to take. A final option would be to take the

course set by Judge Dowd and simply refuse to grant defendants' motions for

summary judgment on these claims, at least where there are other claims based

on the same facts that will be going to trial anyway.96 The choices are not very

palatable: an unpredictable risk of getting overturned versus a patently unjust

universal refusal of summary judgment motions.

B. Implications for Practitioners and Litigants

The uncertainty facing judges in deciding these summary judgment

motions clearly creates a very high level of unpredictability both for those

suing and being sued. Any of the options creates problems for plaintiffs and

defendants alike. If district court judges grant defendants' summaryjudgment
motions, this is clearly bad for plaintiffs. However, the very realistic risk of

reversal on appeal creates a potential problem for defendants because by the

time the Sixth Circuit reverses the summary judgment on a hostile work

environment claim, the parties would probably have already tried the other

claims in the case.97 So defendants would have to go to trial twice to try

different claims based on the same facts. This would cost them more than if

the summary judgment motion had been initially refused and all the claims
were tried together. On the other hand, if such summary judgment motions are

routinely denied as Judge Dowd has expressed an intention of doing,

defendants are forced to pay the costs of trying all claims, at least some of

95. Realistically, these problems do not extend into the realm of racially hostile work environment

claims, Judge Dowd's application of the law notwithstanding. See supra text accompanying notes 37-39.

96. See Winters, No. 5:00 CV 3172 at 14-15.

97. See, e.g., id. at 14-15 n.6.
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which will be illegitimate. This option also ultimately costs plaintiffs more
because they will spend money trying claims that should have been dismissed.
Though most cases will settle anyway, the costs of trial and summary judg-
ment under the current jurisprudence are still important because the parties'
estimated costs of going to trial and the likely result at trial will drive the
ultimate settlement dollar figure. Such a high level of uncertainty of the costs
of summary judgment, reversal, and trial will create substantial difficulties in
arriving at an appropriate settlement figure.

VII. CONCLUSION

Under an appropriate application of the law, J.M. Smucker Company's
motion for summary judgment on the hostile work environment claims in
Winters clearly should have been granted. Yet it was not. This is precisely the
sort of injustice that is doomed to occur due to the Sixth Circuit's diverse
repertoire of methods for applying the law on summary judgment to these
kinds of claims. Under the current state of affairs, judges do not know which
way to turn and litigants are faced with monumental uncertainty. Hopefully
Judge Dowd's critique will be an impetus for change and not a harbinger of
worse things to come.

RACHAEL HINKLE
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OO2Z- 40Il-oz,

DOWD, J.

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF OHIO

EASTERN DWISION

Rhonda Gail Winers, )
) CASE NO. 5:00 CV 3172

)

v. ) MEMORANDUM OPINION

J.M. Smucker Co., )
) (Resolving Doc. Ng. 88%

Defedant(s). )
)

Befbre the Court are the Defendant's moton for partial summary judgment (Doc. No. 88),

Plaintiff's response (Doc. No. 96), and Defendant's reply (Doc. No. 101). For the reasons set forth

below, the motion is Fme in pant and denied in part.

L THE COMPLAINT

On December 21, 2000, plaintlffRhorida Gail Winters, an African-Amenican female, filed a

complaint against her employer, deedant J. Smucker Company. The first amended compaint

(Doc. No. 20) was fled on April 16,2001. Plaintiff sets forth eight causes of acton, consisting of four

federal claims and four countpart state law claims.

The first and second causn.of actio assert claims of a racia)ly hostile work mnviron nt in

violation of Title VII and O.RC. Chant 4112. The fifth and sixth causes of action assert claims of

retaliation for plaintiffs having filed charges of discfrnirtion with the Ohio Civil Rights Commission
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(OCRC), also in violation of Tide VII and O.&C. Chapter 4112. Defendant's motion for snmmary

judgment addresses only these for claimS, as well as plaintiffs prayer for puative dmager,

Defendant has not moved for mmmary judgment with respect to the remaining claims. The

third, fourth, seventh and eighth cate of action all assert claims of discrimination in employment based

on plaintiff's race. In the third and fourth caims, plaintiff asserts that she was suspened because of her

race in violation of Title VII and O.R.C. Chapter 4112. In the seventh and eighth claims, plaintiff

asserts generally that the terns and conditions of her employment are differ nt from those of her white

couerparts, in violation of Title VU and O.RC. Chapter.

IfL DISCUSSION

A. Summary Judin, ent Stindard

Summary judgment is appropriate where thee are no genuine issues of material fact and the

moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Fed. IL Civ. P. 56. When considering a

motion for summary judgment, "the inferences to be drawn from the wlerying facts contained in

(affidavits. pleudings, depositions, answers to irterrogatories, and admissions) must be viewed in the

light most favorable to the party opposing the motion." US. v. Diebold Inc., 369 U.S. 654. 655

(1962). However, the adverse paty may not rest upon mere allegation or denials of his pleading, but

must set forth specifc facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial." Anderson v- Lberty Lobby.

bre. 477 U.S. 242,256 (1986).
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The Rule requires the nonmoving party who has the burden of proof at trial to oppose a proper

summaryjudgment motion "by any of the kinds of evidentiary maerial listed in Rule 56(c), except the

mere pleadings themselves(.]" Celotcx Cor. v. CAtrett 477 U.S. 317, 324 (1986). General

avermrns or conchusory allegations of an affidavit do not create specific fact disputes for summary

judgment prposes. Ltan v. NafiowlWil!2ie Federajort 497 U.S. 871, 888-89 (1990). Nor

may a party "create a factual issue by iling an affidavit, aRer a motion for si maryjudgment has been

made, which contradicts... earlier deposition teztimony." Reid v. Sears Roebuck & Co. 790 F.2d

453, 460 (6th Cir. 1986) (citing Biecell v. Cedar Pa"o Inc.. 747 F.2d 209, 215 (6th Cir. 1984)).

Further, "(t]he mete existence of a scintilla of evidence in support of the plaintiff's position w'jl be

iwfficierit; there rmst be evidce on ,diich the jury could reasonably fird for the plaintiff."' Stret .

J.C. Bradford & Co,. 886 F.2d 1472, 1477 (6th Cir. 1989) (quoting Anderson v. Lihjt r Lobby, 477

U.S. at 252).

Ifn sun, t]Ne inquiry performed is the threshold inquiry of detmnining whether there is the

need for a trial - whethr, in other words, there are any genuine factial issues that properly cart be

resolved only by a finder of fact because they may reasonably be resolved in favor of either party."

And= Y. L'b= Lobby, 477 U.S. at 250.
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B. Factual Backround

Materials submitted in support of and in opposition to the motio for partial summary judgment

reveal the parties' positions with respect to the facts underlying these claims.' A few, but not all, of the

facts are undisputed.

Defendant is engaged in the rnanufactum ofjarms and jeflies at twelve locations in the Urted

States, including a facility in Onville, Ohio, where it employs appmximamely 450 houdy workers

represented for purposes of collective bargaining by the International Brotherhood of Teamsters, Local

Urion 510 (Union). Plaintiff, a member of the Union, has been employed by Defendmat at the Onville

facility since October 1989, primarily as a Cook's Helper. She asserts that, almost from the very

beginning of her employment, she has been subjected to a hostile working environment and that, despite

her complaints, the defendant has fatled or refused to do anything about that environment and has

allowed the harassment to escalate. Defendant se it differnly, arguing that it is Plaintiff who is

constantly causing conflicts with bhr co-workers.

Plaintiff claims dat, in the mid-1990s, she repored several inciden to Defendant First, she

reported "to mnagement" tat a Caucasian co-worker, Scott Smith, who worked as a sugar weigher,

was tampering with her machinery causing it to slam into her and subjecting her to potential inury. She

' These materials include excerpts from the depositions of the Plaintiff, John Messina
(Defendant's human resources manager), Albert Yeagley (a plant man ), Elizabeth Valentine (a co-

worker of the Plaintiff), and Mark Wake (a super-isor), as well as excerpts from an arbitration hearing

that took place in Febuany 2000 when Plaintiff challknged a three-day suspension which she received.

The materials also include an affidavit of the Plainiff and of John Mesar_,, whic is accompanied by

various -inen reports of his investigtions into Plainte s complaints over the years.

4
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also reported to her supervisor, Tony Harbriu, two occasions when she discovered veaalism to her

vehicle parked in the Defendant's lot. The vehicle was "keyed," nails were placed in the te, water

was poured in her window during the winter causing her door to freeze, and the windshld wiper was

beaL Plaintiff laim that Defendant did nothing in response to her complaints. Defendant denies this.

and fixther argues that thre is nothing to suggest that any of these inciknts bad any nexis to Plahitifs

race.

Plaintiff also claims that in the early 1990s, when she was working as a glass hauler, she and a

Caucasian co-worker, Marilyn Bnibaker, who was a jar weigher, had an verbal exchange which ended

in some piing Apparently Brubaker reported the incident and accused Plaintiff of calling her "a

wrinkled-up old bitch." Plaintiff claimed she was innocent and that Brubaker was completely

responsible for the altercation. Despite the fact that bo& women were suspended for one day for

violating the compy.volicy re arding fighting, Plaintiff asserts that Defendant "accepted the words of

Brubaker, a caucasian, and refused to believe the words of Ms. Winters, a woman of color."

Plaintiff complains of an incident in 1995 ,wen she had an alteraton with another Caucasian

co-worker, Billie Anderson. After a verbal dispute, Anderson shoved the Plaintiff and told her to get

out of her way. Plaintiff admits that she 'hornentady grabbed Ms. Anderson's neck" When the

incident was reported, apparently by AndersoM, a supervisor, Keith Gxstely. purportedly told Plai tiff

that he did not believe her story becmue "she had it easy au ol her life." Plaintiff asmu that Gustely

"clearly felt this way because Ms. Winters was an Afiican.Ameican" Defendant tells a different story,

stating that Plaintiff struck Anderson "with a hard uppercut elbow and forearm into [her] chest, neck
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and face because Ms. Anderson had complained about the Plaintiff not doing work whkih had been

assigned her [Plaintif." As with the earlier incident, both employees were suspended for one day.

Anderson filed a grievance and the suspension was removed from her file. Defendn states that, '"i~n

an extraordinary display of patience," Plaintiff's suspension was also removed. However, in Plaintiffs

view. Defendant acted as it did only because it "did not want to get Ms. Anderson into trouble."

Plaiiff caims that in 1997 she was falsely accused of calling a Caucsan co-worker. Scott

Smith, "wht trailer rash." She claims that he was harassing her by 'earrang[img] the manner in which

she set her hopper on the rac&" She became "disgusted with (his] childish behavior" and called him,

not "white trailer trash," but rather "ass." A full investigation was conducthd by the former human

resources manager, Mr. Hai=tma. After two days, Plaintiff was called into the office of her supervisor,

Keith Gustely. who chastised her and allegedly reflised to believe her side of the story.

Plaintiff next asserts that, in March 1999, she reported to then human resources manager, John

Messiza. that someone had posted in the plant a cartoon caricature marked in black face and labeled

with Plaintiff s name, as well as an "uy pcture" of her from her high school days, She told Messina

the names of co-workers whom she believed were responsible. According to Plaintiff. Messina did

nothin althouph he oromised he would investigate and get back to her. 'lairifadnits that pla i

manager Albert Yeagley insmd that a notice be posted stating that unauthorized postings violated

company policy and would not be tolerated, however, she aguv that this was ineffective. Defendant

argues that Messina did investigate and ha he spoke to the plant manager, supervisors and the three

people whom Plaintiff named, all of whom denied any knowledge of who was respomsble for the

6
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posIngs. Defendant also amerts that the postangs cannot constitute racial harassment because two of

the three people kidetified by the Phintif as having posted thew pictures arm themselves African-

AmericaL Deftndam also notes tha although Plaintiffas compained tat co-wor= hamssed her

by calling her namr s smh as "Predator." she hemelf admkitt during testirony at an arbitration hearing

that, on one occasion, she took down one of the "Ugly pictures' frn her yarbook, wrote something

on it, signed it "Predator" and re-posted iL

In May 1999, Plaintiffws accusd of elbowing a Caucaian oo-worker, Missy Searm Plaintiff

asserts that, in fact, Sears brmshd up against her as sIm passed th Plaitff and anothe worker who

wer waking down a stairway. Even so, Plaintiff alleges that management refcsed to question the co-

worker who witnessd the incident and, instead, "placed a copy of the harasmnent policy in both Ms.

Winte and Seats le."

In August 1999, Plinff was accued of twice calling another Caucasian co-worker. Liz

Valentine, "whit traila bas'" Plainrffdam to Valee p ovrheard a cowmsetion between

Plaintiff and amwo r co-worie, John Nein. and that Valentine misconoued what she heard. When

Valentine, who does live ki a taller park. rtpwtd the icuiet to nmaenait, an investigation was

undertaku, inluding interviewing and taking statements fton workers who bad witnessed t6e incident.

As a result, on Septerrer 2,1999, Plaintiffwas mperAed for ree days and placed on oe ymes

probation, with a warning that furher violations would result in disc ,e The disciplinary acon was

SThe vMY next day, Plaintiff Moed a charg of discrimnaio with the OCRC, allefin that the
Defendant suspended her because of her race. This incdent is apparently what forms the basis of

(continued...)
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later %-acatcd following a grievance proceeding in which the arbitor ruled that the Defendant had not

sustaied its burdn of prof at the heag. The disciplinc was removed from the Plaintiff's file and

Plaintiff was reimbursed her lost pay for the three days.

In October 1999, Plairtiff reported to supevisors Keith Toomey and Mark Wake that her time

card was being repeatedly stolen. but that she had no idea who was doing it Again, she claims nothing

was done. Defendant says that, since it had no idea who to blame, it simply rm-posted near the time.

clock its written policy that tampefrtg sillh time cards was a serious violation of company policy. After

ththhere were appaently no ftahr inidemts with Plaintiffs time card.

In November 1999, the Defendant re-imposed on the Plaintiff the suspension and probation

tht had eariier bun remmved when it learned of the following additional icidents of misconduct by the

Plaintifr. (1) on September 23, 1999, she abruptly and purposely pulled her car in fiont of a co-

worker's car, almost cauing an acciden4 (2) later that day, she purposely drove a fordift so close to a

co-worker that he had to jump out of The way;, (3) on September 27,1999, Plaintiff"slung" a lge

food hopper on a rail at Traci Bufer, a cloce friend of the woman Plaintiff had been aca d of cailing

"white trailer trash;" (4) on September 28,1999, she did the same to another worker; (5) on October

5, 1999, Plaintiff went out ofher way to bump into a co-worker in a warehouse aisle; (6) on October

11, 1999, Plaintiff used a forklift to pin co-worker Valentine againt equipment in the coolonorn; and

'(...contin ed)
Plaintffs d ad fourth causes of action, which are not at issue in this motion. On May 1),2000. the
OCRC issued a finding of probable cats, and on November 16, 2000, it issued a right to sue letter,
copies of which are atached to the complaint
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(7) on October 13, 1999, Plaintiff fllowed Valentine part of the Way home late at night after the two

left work Defendnt asser taut Plainffs conduct generally unproved after the suspension and

probation, but that since I= she has also Iemsed her unsubstantiated reports of harassments by both

black and white co-worcers.

Plaintiff asserts that on several occasions she reported "to management" that her name was

being scratched out on the posted scheduling sheets and was being replaced with derogatory names

like "Bitch," "Predator," "Stuck Up" and "Good Riddens." Sie also rtported that co-workes were

elling her these rmriestoherfhce. Again, she clim nothing was done. Defendatrarguesthatit

disciplined one co-worker for calling Plaintiff"Bitc4W' and that it was unable, despite investigation, to

determine who else was responsible for tr ame-calluig. It finre asserts that Plaintiffrefised to

cooperate with the invetition and told t investigators to "deal with her lawyer."

Plaintiff asserts that, on or about May 15,2000, she reported to Messina that Chuck

Blackwell an African-Arnerican co-worker, had verbally threatened her. Apparently, as Plaintiff

walked past Blackwell upon her anival at work in ft roming, Blackwell said to other co-workers

something to the e&ct of "She's smiling now, wait unil we get her." Defendant states diat it promptly

interviewed Blackwell and other co-workers supposedly involved in the incident (Pugnea, Free=n and

Htrnphries), all of whom denied any such activity or remarks, rndeing the Defemdant unable to

dscipline anyoe.

Plaintiff also reported in May 2000 that, n three separate occasions, someone had placed an

advertisement regarding weight low in her locker. The Defcndant investigated but could rot find the
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culpit. All it could do was post an interoffice rmndm warning employees of the consquenm of

such aivity. It also had all dcarlmw ma t iew thils topic with eir supervis
a

On October 31,2000, Plaintiff filed a second chrge with the OCRC alleging t she had bow

retaliated aeaist for havin mvously filed her dcwe of disinmun Dcfndant claims that the

inidents alleged in that charge (mcrcept for a coupl), had nevw been repoted by the Phainti ffto the

Defendant Upon receipt of the chare the Dendart imnediately uraertook an investigation and was

unable to conclude that any ofthe inideas alleged in the charge had ever occurred.'

Plainliffassms that in April 2001, she reported to Mesuina that, on two occasions, she was

sprayed on or about the face with a pressurized wate sprayer used to clean product cooking vessels.

She claimed that the incdents involved Jimmy Rowe, Gary Nalbacl Liz Vaknne and Craig Peters, all

Caucasians. She sm that Messina did nothing. Messina atest that he interviewed all of thee

anployees and they all vehemently dened participation iny asua ianid t. He also intervmieed all of

the other =qpoyees wbo bad been in the viinty and they all dmied having wimesd any such

octnremce. Even thouh everybody denied the incident, Messi noetheles took time to revi wi h

each of diem te company's policy with respect to omeplay" and emphasized the imprtance of

following ft policy.

Copies of the charge and the right to sue letter issued =r Janmary 17.2001 are attached to

t complaint

' Defndant sa's that Plaindff nver reported the icidents, cond ble tine ad passed

since the alleged incidents had ocurr= d Plainiff was uable to identify any perptator by mna, and

all co-workers who might reasonably have had knowledge of the occwuren denied that they

happened.
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Plaintiffasrts that in early 2002, she reported to a manager, Dave Thomas, that co-worker

John Pugnca was hwassing her by throwing things in her path whit she was amptg to move a f lit

hopper. During a meeting with Tbraas, Pugpn and Painfregarding this mcideak Puge called

Platfa 'Bich." As aheady ncted, Pug= was disciplined for this, even ough Plaintiff hsts hat

nothing was done.

Finally, Plainiff s that tezmxy she repocted that "rcLly charged pictures were posted

'"wieh refermces labeled with her name.' For instance, a picnua of Osama bin Laden was posted

thmghout the plant. It had Plitfis name on it as well as the term 1)rama Queer-"

In addition to all of the problems wit ber co-workers, Plaintiff also allfes racial discrimination

by management and sperio She asserts that they never take her complaints senovsly and always

disbelieve her version ofemts While believing her Cauasian co-workers' versions. She claims that

they have engaed In"w h lame- disguised as invetgadons, during whiwh they took startne foni

her co-workes 'o valida t th -fictidous co laints." Shp dies tha the stpervisor in the ookoorn

calls her'Predaor:" She daiam that she was denied ajob as a homogenizer operator tht she had

been awarded toghtb~biig process.'She claim t1 - mnkeevs-a %ecet fie on her

which they MOM to share with I. She claims that the re-affirmation ofher suspension i November

1999 rsuted from managefmens belief of the vaxious false ac=satio made by her cc-wo&rs.
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C. Racii'Iy Hastile Work Environmen3t (First Cause of Action)

In ruling on this portion of defendan' motion for Yummy judgment, the Court takes its

direction fimt W'dliamm y. General MatoCom.. 187 F.3d 553 (6th Cir. 1999), where the Sixth

Circuit overtmM dis Court's grant of umrnyjud dgment in favor of an emrployer on a Title VII clain

of a sexually hostle work nViLrneni Relig on Harris v. Forklift ysyrnr. Inc- 510 U.S. 17

(1993), Faram er v, Cite of BocaRem 524 U.S. 775 (1998), and BTrlngon Indutries. Ir. y.

El1t 524 U.S. 742 (1998), the Sixth Circuit overnled this Court's conclusion "tha the incidents of

alleged sexual harassment while offensive, were not so severe or pervasive as to constitute a hostile

work environment[." 187 F.3d at 560. The Court slated:

... the distrit oowrt committed several ers in its nalys, en route
to dism the incidents as'lnfiequent, not sevam not threatming or
hrzriasdn but me offensve.-

Fis, the district court disaggegated the plaintifs claims,
contrary to the Supreme Court's 'toftlity of cimmisafne" directives,
which robbed die incidents of teir currwdative effea. Second, the
district ourt improerly concluded that the conduct alleged to have
rated a hostile work envimnent nmst be explicitly sexual Fially,

the cour migonstrued the mquirements of the subjective test.

M s. 187 P.3d at 561-62 (foomote omitted).

Mn the Court is hced with a gimila siuatioM, but in the context of mrai rather than seW

harasent Clearl, ther are mth= significan pmblerms in the Defendant's worklace between

Plaintiff and ma y (f not al) of her co-workers. Hoever, nowithftnding the fact that vArtuallM

of the incidents alleged by the Plaintiff (even If believd exactly as she alleges heim) have m mcial

ove"tnes, this Court is rehx to cmnue eat Plaintiff has faled to establish a racially hostile work
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envirtnmtr in view of the W~n majority opinion NwhIchias so c&araticalty and radicall changed

tho law in this circuit for actionable.. hauassment wder Title VIT.]" 187 F.3d at 569 (Ryan. .1.,

dissenfing).

In Wz= the Sixth Circa said that tAre, can be =a harassment ee where the majoriy

of incidents that make up the "totaliy of the circusances" have no sexual overtones. Citing a Fist

Circuit case, the W'iams jaority declared that "'t law recogrizes that non-sexual conduct may be

illegally sex-based where it evinces 'anti-female animn[.3'" 187 F.3d at 565 (citing Lip= y.

Urtivwiw8 of Puerto 64 F.2d 881, 905 (1&t Cir. 1988)). The majority went on to conche:

"Thuis, harassing behavior that is not sexually explici but is directed at women and motivated by

discr ay anirtus against women satsfies the 'based on sex' requirement 1d. (citations ornittd.

The court then cited a Seventh Cruit case thr the same conclusion with respect to allegations of racial

harassmmt, namely, that an non-racial incidents "may be considered as a predicate act in establishing

racial harassment in a hostile work environmert, becase h would not lave occwmd but for the fact

that (the plaintifi] was black." 187 F3d at 565 (quoting Danie v Essex Group, Ing.- 937 F.2d 1264.

1273 (7th Cir. 1991)).

Prsinably. this CoWt must read Z as teaching that "arassing behavicr that is not

(racially) explicit but is direced at (blak] and nmotivated by discriminatoffy a==nu against (blacks]

satisfies the 'based mn Crace]' requireenm- Admittedly, in M the acts covlaimed of were

conrmitted by men against a wonm and imluded at et a few sexually e-plicit incidents, in addion to

several gender- and sex-neutral incidents. Arguably, this Court could find a distinction betwate.
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Yllons and the instant case since here there are instances of both whites and black3 allegedlv racially

hmssing the Plainif and 0= are Mo racially explicit incidmts. Even so, the Court is of the view that

the outcome of ay kind of Title V11 claim of ham met in f cireit is entrely fact-qfic and panl

depeent. leaving ditrict oum with no clear guidance when solving rma ayjudgment monom.

C a e-g. = (overruling a grant of maary judgnamt in favor of an employer

concluding that wn-waW coouct evincing anti-fnal inimus can be foed to contnbute to a sexually

hostile work environment) md Bowmat v, Shawnee Stat University 220 F.3d 456 (6th Cir. 2000)

(aaftfiing a nint o mimaryjudgintin favor of emploer, finding no and-maile bias, notwithstad

overt sexual actions, to support a claim of sexually hostle work envirownmet allegedly created by a

female supev.so45 As a rendt, when ooupled with the often iorwdinale ameunt of time that it takes for

the cirouit to resolve any appeal of a summary gmen ruling, this Court is faced with the prspect of

resolving a case, only to have it rtrned to its docket 18-24 months later with directives that requi a

trial.G

SInuerestingly, the very same judge who authored *iam sat on the Bgwian panel, but did

not find sexual hmuwafsenl when a male was the complainant In Bwm the panel conchuded that the

female supervisr's beharvior was not severe or pervasive, even though there were at least three

incidents of touching one dearty sexual, and two in idauofsaually- esive ivitatons and

remazis made by the supervisor, along with numerous other incidents when Bowman alleged he had

been treated diffemny than feale counterparts. Thu court sees no distinction between the "totality of

the circumstances" in Will and Bo except that the former involved harassment of a ferale by

a male and the latter involved the less "ditionar' ornplant ofarasnan of a male by a female.

' In Wyrs, this Court issued its ruing on March 10, 1997 and the appeal was filed on April
7, 1997; the cirouit ruled on August 5, 1999, with the mandate issuing on October , 1999, 31 months

afbtr this Court's n&g. A trial was promptly conducted beginning on December 8, 1999; it ended on

(continued.)
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This Cour is not inclined, in lig of the "roving farget' nanre of Thie VII case law in this

circuit, to grant Va1 sammasyjudgment The Cout is of the view thg a jury should be given the

entn case sooner rather than latr. Therefore, the Court denies the motion for partial swarnmry

judgment with respect io Paintiff's first cause of action upd Title VIL

D. Retaliation MFifth Cause of Action)

in her fith cmae of actioN, Plintiff alleges diat she was retaliated against, in violatkm of Titde

VII, because she filied chmes of discrimination with the OCRC. The complaint is Wt specific

regarding how, rzcisly, the Defedant is alleged to have retaliated aga st the Plaintiff. However, in

her respons to the hntau motion. Plaiiff ass&ets that the retaliation has taken see forris: (1) the

November 2 1999 raffanration ofher probation period, coupled with a final warning; (2) a "witch

hurt masquwading as an nves ion of her own complaints; (3) refusal to take effeede seon to

stop the harasunt in tdie woCplae,; and (4) refusal to investigate her continuing complaints of

harasammn.

in order to etblish a claim ofreutaaion. the Plaintiff must show: (1) thft sb, ergaged in art

activity protected by Title VII; (2) that the exercise of her civil riglts was known to the Defendan:A (3)

December 10, 1999 with a verdict completely in defendant's favor. Thus, the result aft all of dis
delay was the suue as iNs Court had originally ruled. The plaints motion for a new trial was dened
and that ruling was upheld on appeal. S Canen v. Kent State Univerity. Case No. 4:97 CV
2757 (Appeal No. 98-3150), where this Cout's ruling of January 30, 1998 was not reversed and
remanded until February 2S, 2002.
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that, thereafter, the Defendam took an employrnat action adverse to the laintiff, and (4) that thene

was a causal relationship between the protected activity and the adverse mnployment action. W&M

187 F.3d at 568 (quoting v 808 F.2d 493, 500 (6th Cir. 1987)).

Here ther is nothing to saggest that t&e Plaintiffhas suffered any adverse employmen action at

the Defendant's hands. Even the afr rnalion of her probation and the final warning that she was given

on November 2, 1999 did not constdut an adverse employment action since she has not suffred any

change in s.atus with respect to wages beneflts or dudes. liallands v. Adantic Comnany. Inc., 188

F.3d 652 (6th Cir. 1999) (a threta of discharge is too ambignous to satsiy the advee employm=t

action requirement for a retalation claiin) AjjQ Krmse v. Clty of LaCross 246 F.3d 995, 1000

(7th Cir. 2001) (a lter ofreprinand alone is not an adverse employment action).

As for her assertions that the Defendant has, as a form of-retaliation, eier refed to

investigate ber complaints or Ia ulized its invesripaon to conduct a "witch Itmt' agairm her, PlaWntiff

can point to no first-hand evidence to mnort th s. In fact, the Defendant has submitted a signicant

amount of materal to 24po its assertion that it hM ivestigated each of Plaintiffs complaints the

best of its ability, Mpecially given Plaintiffs own occasional lack of cooperaton, nd has dome

whatever it could (in the fice of verylittle informaton gleaned Emot the investigatiors) to stop the

behaviors which the Plaintifftfds efuive. Even if the Court were to believe that everything happened

just as the Plairtiffclaims, tere is ncing here to suggest that any of these incidents have a causal link

to Plaintifrs OCRC charge of discrinmtion. If anything, they are no more than an ecomsion of the
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claims set forth in the 6t and severth cause of action which allege Tide VII violatons in die form of a

acaly hoatile working enviromnent and disparate tratment based on race.

The Court nds merit in Defendant's moton wh respect to the retaliation claim stated in the

fifth cause of acton Accordingly, Defindant is ernded to aunmay jinet on this daim and the

smine shall be grantd.'

E. Praer for Punitive Damages and State Law Claimt (Seeond. Fourth, Eichtb Causes of

Under 28 U.S.C. § 1367(c)(2), this Court may decline to exercise supplementa jurisdiction

over state law claim which "bstnrtally predominate over die claim or claims over w.ich the disrict

cour has oljridiioo(.J

Sine Novembn of 1991, plaintiffs prevailing tinder Tide VII am permied to necover

ccorpestwory damages as well as attorney's fees and costs. The conpensatory damages are limited

by sanrory caps. Under Ohio civil righu law. prevailing phfidffs caot recovr atormy's fees;

however, thee are no s=wtory caps on compenmory damages, In addition, the federal law limits

punive damages whereas state law does not.

Over tme, it has becom appazent to the Court ft plainTfs typically sset both fedealnd

state dairs in an obvious attenpt to enjoy the benefits of both laws. Because the question of damages

7The Defcdn Is, therefo, also entitled to judgment cm the sixth cause of action which is no

more then (he state law counterpart of the Title VIU claim in the fft cause of action. Thew claims are
judged by the same standards. eMitell v. Toledo H 964 F.2d 577, 582 (6th Cir. 1992);
Plumbers Steamfotters C . v. Oho Civil Rights "orrr, 66 Ohio S.2d 192. 196 (Ohio 1981).

17
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becomes a major issue in these very fact-drnven cases, it is possible for a state law discriminatin clain

(with the possibility of tmlitnited compensatory and punitve damages) to overtake the fedemi claim

during the adjudication of the case. As a result, it has become this Cour's practice, notwithstanding the

relatedness of dwn two claims, to decline to exercise its supplemental Joisdledon over discrimination

claims brought under state law, including claims for punitive damages. The Court shall adere to that

practice in this cas.

Therefore, the Court will exercise its discrtion to dclin e ju-idit over the sate law claims

which add Dothing to the case but the potential for coUecting additional damages not pemited under

federal law.

Accordingly, the Court dexies the Defendant's motion for summary judgment with respect to

the Plamdis second cause of action; however, the Court will dismiss tha clain without prejudice.

Further, the Court sa sponte dismiss the state law claims in the fourwTh and eighth causes of action.

The sixth cause of action ba already been disposed of above.

11L CONCLUSION

For dte reasons st forth above, summary judgent is granted in favor of the Dfdant on the

Plaintiffs fifth and sixth causes of ction. Smmry judgnt is denied on the first cause of action. The

Court sua sporde dismisses the second, fourth and eighth causes of action brought under state law, as

well as ary cham for punithi dmagem
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The cast will proceed to tial on the first third and seventh causes of action in the fist amended

complaint

IT IS so ORDERED.

JunE 18 2002

Date

// Davd D oadi Jr.

David D. Dowd, Jr.

U.S. District Judge
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